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The fraternal songs are one of the things that bond all Members of Phi Sigma Pi as a Brotherhood. 
Many Chapters have found ways to incorporate the songs into the work of their Chapter, and many 
Members have fond memories of singing the songs together at events or as part of meaningful 
ceremonies. Here are a few ways to incorporate the fraternal songs into your Chapter to strengthen 
bonds among Collegiate and Alumni Members:  

Current Members
Don't stop the fun after Induction! 
Consider starting Chapter with a 
fraternal song icebreaker or ending 
Chapter with a sing-along. You could 
even have a friendly family singing 
competition.

Alumni Members
Include singing the fraternal songs in 
the planning of Alumni events so that 
Alumni Members can reminisce their 
days as undergrads. Alumni Members 
might even be able to share the ways 
that the Chapter incorporated the 
fraternal songs when they were 
Collegiate Members way back when.

New Members
Learning the Fraternal songs is a 
requirement of the Initiation Program. 
Help to make this part of the program fun 
for Initiates by using fill-in-the-word 
games, holding a team singing 
competition or closing Initiate Meetings 
with song practice. Get creative and 
make it your own so that new Members 
can sing along!

Maybe you have a lot of new Members who 
need more practice learning the songs, or 
maybe it's been a while since your current 
Members stretched their vocal chords.  

Either way, now is a great time to 
incorporate the fraternal songs into your 
Chapter as a way to strengthen bonds. 

Check out the Resource Center at 
phisigmapi.org/resources for the following 
resources to get everyone singing along: 

Get Everyone Singing Along

Original recording
Instrumental
Score
Printable lyrics sheets

Original recording
Instrumental
Acapella
Score
Printable lyrics sheets
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Brothers Are We


